
Shooters.io Space Arena

**About Shooters.io Space Arena**

In Shooters.io Space Arena, players have to compete against each other in spaceships, shoot

down enemy spaceships and increase their own fleet.

Shooters.io Space Arena takes you into a whole new universe. Your goal is to own the largest fleet

in the universe. To increase your fleet, you have to shoot down enemy spaceships. Once you have

shot down your opponents, the starships of their fleet automatically belong to your fleet. Defend

yourself and your fleet and stay on the field as long as possible to get the highest possible score

and make it to the leaderboard.io Space Arena for free on our website.

**Shooters.io Space Arena - Features:** 

- Increase Your Fleet: In Shooters.io Space Arena, your goal is to own the largest fleet on the

playing field. To increase your own fleet, you have to shoot down enemy spaceships. If you destroy

the spaceships of a hostile fleet, these spaceships will belong to your fleet from that point on. But

watch out: The other players are also aiming for your fleet.

- Survive as long as possible: The longer you survive on the field, the more points you get. If you

have many points, you can make it to the top of the leaderboard.

- Kill the best players: Even if you have a small spaceship and a small fleet, you can still shoot

down the best players in Shooters.io. Everyone has the same opportunities here. If you shoot down

the best players, you'll get twice as many points for each destroyed spaceship. You only get even

more points if you shoot the best player with the highest score: His death means fivefold points

for you. When you focus on shooting the best players, you can collect points very quickly and

make it to the top of the leaderboard.

Conclusion: At Shooters.io Space Arena, you must be strategically wise to make your fleet the

largest fleet in the game as fast as possible. Shoot powerful players and big fleets, score many

points and make it to the leaderboard. Shooters.


